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California Air Resources Board (CARB): An organization within the California Environmental Protection Agency responsible for providing and maintaining clean air, including enforcement of the state’s greenhouse gas reduction laws (AB 32 and SB 32).

California Energy Commission (CEC): The state’s primary energy policy and planning agency, which includes supporting energy research, developing renewable energy resources, and advancing alternative and renewable transportation fuels and technologies.

California Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (AB 32): California state law which sets out the greenhouse gas emissions reduction goal to be achieved by 2020.

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC): California’s agency in charge of regulating investor-owned utilities.

E-Gallon Equivalent (EGE): The cost of driving a plug-in electric vehicle the same distance a gasoline-powered vehicle could travel on one gallon of gasoline.

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE): also called an electric vehicle charging station, it delivers electrical energy from an electricity source to charge the batteries of electric vehicles.

- **Level 1 charging**: uses a 120-volt alternating current (AC) plug that is found in most standard household outlets.
- **Level 2 charging**: uses a 240-volt AC plug that requires installation of additional charging equipment.
- **DC fast charging**: uses a 480-volt direct current (DC) plug that enables rapid charging along heavy traffic routes. Planned charging stations at up to 350 kilowatts will far exceed current 50 kilowatt CHAdeMO and SAE Combo public chargers or Tesla 120 kilowatt Superchargers.

Investor-Owned Utilities (IOU): A privately-owned electric company that in California is regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission.

Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS): a state program, pursuant to AB 32, that created a performance-based market and mandate for transportation fuels with reduced carbon intensity.

Make-Ready: A parking space wired with all the electrical infrastructure necessary to support the installation of a customer-purchased charger.

Multi-Unit Dwellings (MUDs): apartments, townhouses and condominiums.

Senate Bill 350 (de León, 2015) or Clean Energy and Pollution Reduction Act of 2015: California climate and clean energy legislation that encourages electric vehicle charging station deployment in part through more investor-owned utility investment.

Senate Bill 32 (Pavley, 2016): A California law requiring statewide greenhouse gas emissions to be reduced 40% below 1990 levels by 2030.

Vehicle-Grid Integration (VGI): rates, programs and technologies that allow electric vehicles to provide grid services. Examples include “real-time” or “day-ahead real-time pricing,” “demand response” and “vehicle-to-grid” that encourage drivers to charge during hours when the electricity grid has spare capacity, rather than exacerbating the system-wide peak demand, and on-board technology that allows for varied charging or bidirectional flow.

Vehicles:

- **Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs)** use a battery to store the electric energy that powers the motor. BEV batteries are charged by plugging the vehicle into an electric power source. BEVs are sometimes referred to simply as electric vehicles (EVs).

- **Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs)** are primarily powered by an internal combustion engine that runs on conventional or alternative fuel and an electric motor that uses energy stored in a battery. The battery is charged through regenerative braking and by the internal combustion engine and is not plugged in to charge.

- **Plug-in Electric Vehicle (PEV)** is any vehicle that runs at least partially on battery power and the battery of which can be recharged from the electricity grid. In California, the term PEVs includes both BEVs and PHEVs.

- **Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs)** are motor vehicles powered by a battery that can be recharged by plugging it into an external source of electricity but which also incorporate the use of a combustion engine when the battery is depleted to power the vehicle.

- **Zero Emission Vehicles (ZEVs)** are vehicles that are capable of travelling certain distances without emitting tailpipe pollutants from their onboard power sources.
Summary and Introduction

California will need widespread consumer adoption of electric vehicles in order to achieve the state's environmental and energy goals. Governor Brown set a goal of reaching 1.5 million zero emission vehicles (ZEVs) on California's roadways by 2025, and as of June 2017, Californians were driving almost 300,000 electric vehicles.

Achieving the state's electric vehicle goals will require a significant boost to charging infrastructure. This need is particularly acute for residents who do not live in single-family detached homes, where more than 80 percent of current electric vehicle owners reside. Overall, approximately 40 percent of Californians live in multi-unit dwellings (with even higher percentages in the state's urban areas), such as apartments, townhouses, and condominiums, with impeded or no access to charging.

Ultimately, some analysts estimate that the state will need private and public sources to provide 125,000 to 220,000 publicly accessible charging ports by 2020, well beyond the roughly 12,000 available in the state today. Additionally, hundreds of thousands of other charging stations will be necessary at multi-unit dwellings.

This infrastructure deployment is unlikely to occur without policy action. Charging stations and installation and maintenance typically entail high costs, with often uncertain revenues from various potential sources, which deters investment. For example, a recent California Energy Commission charging program found that a dual standard fast charger, coupled with a single “Level 2” (240 volt) charger and additional stub, averaged $135,000 in equipment costs. Even the total costs of installing “make-ready” infrastructure, which covers all the electrical wiring needed to support a customer-purchased charger, for Level 2 charging (including customer rebates for the charging stations) were at $13,734 per port and $219,424 per site with 16 ports on average, as Southern California Edison recently found.

Charging site owners can also incur significant expenses from commercial electricity rates that were not always designed with electric vehicle charging in mind. Commercial charging generally involves payment by time of use. These rates therefore reward electric vehicle owners or site hosts who charge during hours when the cost of energy is lowest but punish those who are unable to moderate demand successfully. In addition,
some large commercial and industrial rates have “demand charges” that entail additional costs on the maximum load drawn by a customer during the billing period. Many electric vehicle charging sites that have high but infrequent demand and inconsistent low-energy utilization (particularly for fast charging) face high exposure to demand charges as a result, sometimes severely undercutting the economics of infrastructure deployment and operation.

To address these costs and spur the needed investment in electric vehicle charging infrastructure, UC Berkeley and UCLA Schools of Law convened experts from the private and public sectors for two separate discussions in June 2016 at UCLA Law and November 2016 at Berkeley Law (all participants are listed in the appendix). The first convening focused on general barriers and solutions to increasing charging deployment, while the second covered the specific topic of reforming commercial electricity rates to boost the infrastructure. This report is informed by both discussions, offering a vision for deployment and commercial electricity rate reform and identifying the top barriers and solutions to electric vehicle charging in California.

### Key Barriers & Solutions for Boosting Electric Vehicle Charging Deployment

**Barrier #1: Unclear or inconsistent business case for installing charging in workplaces, multi-unit dwellings, and direct current fast-charge locations**

#### WORKPLACE CHARGING – IMPROVING THE BUSINESS CASE

**CHALLENGES:** Site host and service provider reluctance to invest in charging equipment due to high costs of operation, maintenance, and administration

**SOLUTION:** More incentives, including strategic utility investments in infrastructure, to encourage service providers and workplace site hosts to install charging infrastructure

Utilities could invest in workplace charging infrastructure (at least “make-readies,”’ with all the electrical infrastructure needed to support installation) and provide more flexible electric service and rate options for workplace service providers, such as “network” rates that apply across multiple workplaces that are within the same network.

State and local government leaders could offer incentives for workplaces to install charging equipment, such as rebates or tax credits.

Air districts and other local agencies could develop new rules to encourage workplace charging, such as a South Coast Air Quality Management District rule that provides economic incentives for employers to encourage charging, similar to existing carpooling incentives for businesses.

State and local policy makers could consider offering economic incentives or reducing costs for service providers to encourage workplace site hosts to hire them for “full service” charging, such as faster permitting or reduced taxes.
The California Energy Commission could consider reforming the green building code to require developers to install not only the conduit but charging equipment in new workplace buildings and to require that any reconstruction of parking lots includes charging infrastructure.

Industry and policy makers could educate site owners on the potential economic value of low carbon fuel standard credits, which may be currently underutilized as a source of revenue to offset infrastructure and operation costs, potentially involving third parties to help aggregate and monetize the credits for users, including some public agencies.

Utility and charging industry leaders could compile and promote best practices on workplace charging to potential site hosts by accumulating, analyzing, and sharing existing data on these sites, including on pricing.

State leaders and utilities could reform utility rates that discourage installation to avoid risks from demand charges and other escalating rates (discussed in more detail below).

► MULTI-UNIT DWELLINGS – IMPROVING THE BUSINESS CASE

**CHALLENGE:** Difficult access to charging for multi-unit dwelling residents

**SOLUTION:** Lower the installation costs for charging in multi-unit dwellings through incentives, installation streamlining, and strategic utility investment

State leaders could assist the private sector, including utilities, in identifying and lowering infrastructure installation costs in critical multi-unit dwellings and areas by determining how to prioritize multi-unit dwellings and regions for investment and then facilitating outreach to property owners.

Utilities could provide consistent treatment of charger installations to increase predictability and lower the costs of installation, by expediting the interconnection process and making fees for this equipment consistent and predictable.

State leaders could encourage high-concentration building owners like real estate investment trusts (REITs) to install charging by reforming existing regulations or development of other incentives, such as tax credits.

State and local leaders could encourage more curbside charging for multi-unit dwelling residents who lack dedicated on-site, off-street parking by coordinating permitting and planning processes, as well as possible state legislation to facilitate municipal enforcement of street regulations to implement curbside charging.

Utilities and state policy makers could improve upfront data access for charging service providers, with building owner consent, such as the size of the existing service panel, current usage and peak demand, and how much capacity is available on site for the chargers.

The California Public Utilities Commission and electric utilities could encourage integration of energy storage with charging infrastructure to provide additional revenue and savings from multi-unit dwelling installations and ensure that energy storage is not treated as a “new load” that entails additional costs.
The California Public Utilities Commission could expand Rules 15 and 16 exceptions for energy storage interconnection to multi-family dwellings when these technologies support electric vehicle charging.

The California Energy Commission could strengthen the green building code to encourage new charging infrastructure when multi-unit dwellings undergo retrofits and develop a model ordinance for cities to require such infrastructure through their local codes.

State leaders could encourage the establishment of more fast-charging “plazas” in urban areas for multi-unit dwellers who lack access to dedicated on-site charging (discussed below).

**DC FAST CHARGERS – IMPROVING THE BUSINESS CASE**

**CHALLENGE:** High costs and relatively low revenue

**SOLUTION:** Explore alternative business models and reduce costs for installation and operation

State policy makers and industry leaders could examine and consider authorizing multiple ownership arrangements to ensure deployment, based on the following inclusive list of business model/ownership options:

- Utility-owned (at least “make-readies”) and operated network of direct current fast chargers
- An automaker-owned network (like Tesla) or collaboration between automaker and electric vehicle service provider
- Public-private partnership
- Dual-site usage model (co-location of charging with other economic activities like retail)
- Automaker/dealer owned (like Tesla)

Utilities and state regulators could set policy and establish incentives to guarantee some part of the development costs associated with identifying and preparing sites for deployment, such as through allowances to cover line extensions (with publicly owned utilities recovering costs through full rate recovery mechanisms).

State leaders could consider investigating optimal locations for fast-chargers, from urban spaces to interstate corridors, such as at existing gas stations, and applying incentives for installation in these locations.

Cities and other local governments could provide funding for fast charging from grant programs, possibly based on future increases in sales tax revenue increments, if charging generates new sales.

Federal leaders could reform Section 1603 U.S. Treasury grants (payments for electric vehicle charging equipment in lieu of tax credits) to provide direct cash incentives immediately with no wait lists.
Barrier #2: Commercial rate design that may inadvertently add excessive costs to charging infrastructure

CHALLENGE: Most commercial electricity rates do not contemplate electric vehicle charging or encourage optimal deployment of infrastructure

SOLUTION: Design new rates and encourage experimentation to optimize charging in the right places and times that best meet grid needs

The California Public Utilities Commission could encourage utilities to design vehicle-grid integration (VGI) rates with “real-time” or “day-ahead real-time pricing,” “demand response,” and possibly “vehicle-to-grid” or managed charging to encourage drivers to charge during hours when the electricity grid has spare capacity or to alleviate local distribution-level constraints, rather than exacerbating the system-wide peak demand (particularly in jurisdictions with supply constraints).

The California Public Utilities Commission could adopt incentives for investor-owned utilities to improve the overall utility load factor (the ratio of average electricity demand to peak electricity demand to measure asset utilization) to encourage utilities to utilize their assets better through performance-based ratemaking, which could encourage utilities to adopt incentive programs to encourage optimal charging at all sites in their service territory, potentially without the need for charging-specific rates.

California policy makers at various energy agencies, as well as industry leaders, could work together to fill knowledge gaps regarding the best rate design and investment and charging needs for the grid and ratepayers, through demonstration rate programs and extensive data collection on the most optimal rates for charging.

The California Public Utilities Commission could allow demonstration or pilot rates for investor-owned utilities to gather data on what rates and degrees of utility investment might best encourage optimal infrastructure deployment, as well as data on utilization, maintenance, and reliability of the charging station.

Utilities and the California Independent System Operator could enable charging sites to take advantage of demand response, frequency regulation, and vehicle grid integration programs, with revenue from this infrastructure stemming from rate design by California utilities and regulators that encourages optimal usage.

State agencies, such as the California Energy Commission, could assist load-serving entities in commercializing vehicle-grid integration technologies through qualifying as “revenue grade” on-board car and charger technologies and software that can improve response to dynamic rates and help implement smart charging.

State regulators and utilities could ensure that workplace charging encourages optimal charging patterns to match grid needs through improved rate design, which could involve employees charging at home at night rather than during the day when the grid may be more constrained (or during the day when surplus solar energy is available), workplace charging rates for Level 2 to encourage more employee turnover, and more all-day “slow” charging.

The California Public Utilities Commission could ensure that rates are flexible and tailored for different solutions and use cases, such as for fleets of electric vehicles or public transit agencies, in order to reflect their different charging needs and resources compared to single-vehicle owners.
California policy makers could consider other incentives beyond rates to influence charging behavior to optimize the grid, such as using low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) credits or greenhouse gas reduction funds under the cap-and-trade program to give commercial customers a rebate when they charge during times that could benefit the grid, assuming usage times can be verified easily.

The California Air Resources Board could maintain and strengthen the low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) program to ensure continued credits are available for charging, so that the program continues to provide credits for charging and can encourage optimal charging.

**CHALLENGE:** High demand charges can discourage deployment of electric vehicle charging infrastructure in certain locations or scenarios

**SOLUTION:** Explore options to minimize or replace demand charges with more grid-efficient rates that recover costs from charging more effectively

The California Public Utilities Commission could direct utilities to develop new electric vehicle charging rates that institute alternatives for demand charges with proper cost recovery and strong price signals on timing, such as enhanced time-of-use, demand response, or vehicle-grid integration rates.

The California Public Utilities Commission and utilities could adopt “conjunctive” or network billing for electric vehicle charging service providers to allow them to pay one electricity bill for all their various charging sites, with the utility billing for these various metered sites as if they were together at one physical entity, in order to avoid high demand charges.

Utilities and electric vehicle service providers, with state policy makers’ encouragement, could educate site hosts and operators on technology solutions to avoid high demand charges, such as through energy storage solutions and facility energy management systems, as well as pricing that encourages charging at optimal times.

The California Public Utilities Commission and Energy Commission could encourage the inclusion of energy storage assets, particularly for fast-charging sites, in order to reduce the costs and need for capacity upgrades and encourage the use of vehicle-grid integration and battery “second-life” applications.

State policy makers and/or industry leaders could develop an easily understandable metric like “e-gallon equivalent” (EGE) and post it widely on all charging infrastructure, as well as consider mandating transparent pricing at all charging locations.

Industry leaders and state policy makers could educate consumers and dealers on attractive rate options and develop creative opt-ins, such as encouraging electric vehicle dealers to educate new buyers about rates, through using the Clean Vehicle Rebate Project list of new electric vehicle buyers and leases.

This report explores these solutions in more detail below and provides an overview of current electric vehicle technologies and trends, as well as relevant policies at the federal and state level.
California will need widespread consumer adoption of electric vehicles in order to achieve the state’s environmental and energy goals. The state seeks to reduce emissions to 1990 levels by 2020, per California’s Global Warming Solutions Act of 2006 (Assembly Bill 32, Nuñez, 2006). Senate Bill 32 (Pavley, 2016) sets further targets of 40 percent reductions below 1990 levels by 2030. Executive orders issued by Governor Schwarzenegger in 2005 (Executive Order S-3-05) and Governor Brown in 2015 (Executive Order B-30-15) both set the state’s long-term goal of an 80 percent reduction below 1990 levels by 2050. Meanwhile, Senate Bill 350 (de León, 2015) set goals for accelerating widespread transportation electrification.

Meeting these goals will only occur with emissions reductions from the state’s transportation sector, which accounts for approximately 37% of greenhouse gas emissions. Vehicles will need to switch from petroleum to cleaner transport fuels. Electric vehicle technology reduces pollution from petroleum transportation fuels and can also help clean the electricity grid by using battery charging as a flexible resource. It can moderate demand depending on supply availability and soak up surplus renewables when prices are inexpensive.

As of June 2017, Californians were driving almost 300,000 electric vehicles.

Federal and state laws boost electric vehicle deployment
To support electric vehicle deployment, federal and state policy makers have enacted laws and incentive programs. Most prominently, California’s Zero Emission Vehicle Program requires vehicle manufacturers selling in the California market to ensure that an increasing proportion are ZEVs. Vehicle manufacturers can generate and bank ZEV credits for compliance. The first phase of the program lasted until 2008, the second phase will end in 2017, and the third phase begins in 2018.

“We are all focused on 2025. But our initial calculations for 2030 show we need 4 million zero-emission vehicles. The barriers and challenges will be amplified.”

- Alberto Ayala
California Air Resources Board
Plugging Away: How to Boost Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure

Electric vehicle drivers also qualify for financial credits, rebates, and other incentives, albeit inconsistent ones. California offers cash rebates for the purchase or lease of electric vehicles in amounts between $1,500 and $2,500, depending on the type of vehicle listed on the rebate program’s webpage.12 As of December 2016, more than 170,000 electric vehicle owners received such tax rebates, totaling nearly $370 million.13 Meanwhile, the federal government offers a “Qualified Plug-In Electric Drive Motor Vehicle Tax Credit” upon purchase of a new qualified electric vehicle.14 The amount of the credit ranges between $2,500 and $7,500, depending on battery capacity and vehicle weight. However, the credit will be phased out for each manufacturer, once they sell 200,000 qualified electric vehicles in the U.S. In addition, California exempts electric vehicles from the High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lane requirements, issuing white and green clean air vehicle decals for access to the lanes.15 The decals will be effective through January 1, 2019.

California needs more electric vehicle charging infrastructure to meet projected demand
California currently has roughly 12,000 publicly accessible charging ports.16 Yet the state will need significantly more electric vehicle charging infrastructure to meet its goal of 1.5 million electric vehicles on the road by 2025. Estimates of the deployment needed vary. According to the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, to reach the 2020 goal of charging infrastructure to support one million electric vehicles, the state will need a roughly similar number of charging points, most of which would be home charging stations.17 The report described substantial variability among different scenarios in terms of the charging types and locations and predicted the need for approximately 100-170,000 workplace charging points and 20-50,000 public charging points.18

What are electric vehicles?
Hybrid and plug-in electric vehicles fall into one of three categories:

1) Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs)
2) Plug-In Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEVs)
3) Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEVs) (not the subject of this report)10

Both PHEVs and BEVs contain batteries that are recharged by plugging in the vehicle into a charger.

PHEVs, some of which are also called Extended Range Electric Vehicles (EREVs), are powered by a battery that can be recharged by plugging into an external source of electricity but which also incorporate the use of a combustion engine when the battery is depleted.11 Ubiquitous and reliable access to charging infrastructure would help ensure that PHEVs drive more miles using electricity rather than gasoline or diesel. BEVs operate on electricity only and may only be charged by plugging the vehicle into a charger. They therefore are the most dependent on ubiquitous and reliable charging infrastructure.

2015 Total CA Emissions: 440.4 MMTCO2e

Figure 1. California’s Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Sector (2015)
Source: California Air Resources Board

Electricity Generation (In State) 11%
Electricity Generation (Imports) 8%
Agriculture 8%
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Not Specified 1%
Transportation 35%
Industrial 23%
Types of electric vehicle charging

Electric vehicle owners have four options for charging their batteries, involving increasing levels of power and quickness:

**Level 1** charging denotes 110 to 120 volt alternating current power found in most household outlets, which can power most electric vehicles overnight. Many electric vehicle owners use Level 1 charging today at home because the technology does not require installing new infrastructure. Level 1 also has less impact on the grid than more intensive charging processes due to the typically off-peak nature of its use and its reduced intensity of power demand that drives peak load on the distribution system.

**Level 2** charging entails 220 to 240 volt alternating current that can fully recharge a battery overnight at as little as 1/3 the charging time as Level 1. Level 2 charging can replenish 10 to 25 miles of range per hour. Many homes and businesses may require new wiring to enable Level 2 charging.

**Direct Current (DC) Fast Charging** involves 208 to 480 volts charging a typical battery to 80 percent capacity in 30 minutes or less, although it varies depending on multiple factors. The technology requires dedicated charging infrastructure, typically located in public access areas for drivers on extended trips. While Level 1 and Level 2 charging requires a standard J1772 plug, with a standardized charging protocol, DC fast charging has multiple standards. The typical DC fast charging plugs used in the U.S. include:

- The J1772 combo or **Combo Charging System** (CCS) plug, supported by automakers such as Audi, BMW, Daimler, Ford, General Motors, Honda, Hyundai, Porsche, Volvo and Volkswagen;
- The **CHAdeMO** plug, supported in the U.S. market by automakers such as Renault-Nissan, Kia, and Mitsubishi; and
- The **Tesla** combo plug, supported solely by Tesla.

These technologies have their own charging protocols, resulting in limited interoperability. While Tesla recently joined the CCS consortium, Nissan and BMW announced the expansion of the EVgo fast charging network in the U.S., which supports both the CHAdeMO and the CCS standards.

**Technologies in development**

Multiple charging technologies in development may leapfrog the current charging infrastructure landscape. Supporters of all three DC fast charging standards have announced plans to improve the charging power and speed possible using their charging solutions. The CHAdeMO coalition recently announced that they are planning to introduce a 150 kilowatt (kW) charging protocol in 2017 (three times faster than the current 50 kW version or Tesla 120 kW “Supercharger”). Ford, BMW, Mercedes, and Volkswagen also signed a memorandum of understanding to introduce a 350 kW charging standard and deploy a large number of such charging stations in Europe, primarily in Germany. Finally, Tesla may soon introduce its V3 Supercharger capable of 350 kW fast charging.

Two additional technologies could alter electric vehicle charging in the future: inductive charging and battery swapping technology. Inductive charging transfers electricity to electric vehicles using an electromagnetic field, eliminating the need for plugging in. Battery switching involves electric vehicle owners swapping depleted batteries for fully charged ones at designated locations. However, despite early investment, most battery swapping pilots have been halted.
The infrastructure need is particularly acute for residents who do not live in single-family detached homes, where more than 80 percent of current electric vehicle owners live. The lack of available charging for these residents (approximately 40% of Californians) represents a major barrier to their adoption of electric vehicles. Ultimately, some analysts estimate that the state will need 125,000 to 220,000 publicly accessible charging ports by 2020, well beyond the 12,000 available today. Additionally, hundreds of thousands of other charging stations will be necessary at multi-unit (or multifamily) dwellings (MUDs), such as apartments, townhouses and condominiums, to meet future demand from residents of these buildings. Because multi-unit dwellings are expected to constitute an increasing share of California’s future housing supply, their proliferation will add to the demand for charging stations at housing types beyond single-family detached homes.

“State and utility incentives should be made in a way that accelerates the market for electric vehicles and consumer investment.”

- Eileen Wenger Tutt
California Electric Transportation Coalition

Current state of electric vehicle deployment in California and the United States

By June 2017, Californians were driving almost 300,000 electric vehicles, most of which were plug-in electric vehicles. Through May 2017, more than 185,000 electric vehicle owners received tax rebates. To meet the 1.5 million electric vehicle target by 2025, the state will need to see an exponential growth in electric vehicle sales. Meanwhile, U.S. electric vehicle sales amounted to nearly 160,000 vehicles in 2016, close to 40% growth compared to the previous year.

Current state of charging infrastructure deployment in California

By the end of 2016, California had nearly 12,000 public electric vehicle charging points at more than 3,600 charging stations, a 50 percent increase from 2015. The charging stations are typically located along interregional corridors or in high vehicle-density areas. No information is available on the number of home chargers and workplace chargers deployed in the state.
Current state and utility incentives and programs encourage charging infrastructure

California encourages the development of electric vehicle charging infrastructure through multiple incentives. The Alternative and Renewable Fuel and Vehicle Technology Program (ARFVTP), established by Assembly Bill 118 (Núñez, 2007) and extended by Assembly Bill 8 (Perea, 2013), authorized the California Energy Commission to develop and deploy advanced transportation technologies in support of the state’s climate change policies. Through this program, the energy commission invests up to $100 million each year in alternative fuels, advanced technology vehicles and manufacturing, and fueling infrastructure. In 2016, for example, the commission allocated close to $9 million for DC fast charging deployment in California’s north-south corridors. The California Capital Access Program’s (CalCAP) Electric Vehicle Charging Station (EVCS) Financing Program, which went online in 2015, supports small businesses and landlords in deploying workplace or home charging stations by providing a maximum loan amount of $500,000 per eligible borrower. Additional state incentives focus on certain regions of California, such as the Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment (EVSE) Incentives - San Joaquin Valley and the Technology Advancement Funding - South Coast. In addition, the California Air Resources Board reached a settlement with Volkswagen to invest $800 million in electric vehicle charging infrastructure over the next 10 years, as part of the compensation from the automakers’ illegal “defeat devices” to avoid emissions standards testing.

Investor-owned utilities in California support electric vehicle adoption by providing charging infrastructure, rebates, rates, and vehicle-grid integration. Following Decision 14-12-079 of the California Public Utilities Commission, which promoted a case-specific approach to utility involvement in charging infrastructure development, the state’s three largest investor-owned utilities (Southern California Edison, San Diego Gas & Electric Company, and Pacific Gas & Electric Company) submitted their first round of applications to install light-duty electric vehicle charging infrastructure to the California Public Utilities Commission. In January 2016, the commission approved a $45 million pilot program for San Diego Gas & Electric Company to install 3,500 charging stations at multi-unit dwellings and workplaces and a $22 million pilot for Southern California Edison to install 1,500 charging stations at multi-unit dwellings, workplaces, and public places. In December 2016, the commission then approved Pacific Gas & Electric Company’s proposal to provide another 7,500 chargers at nearly 750 multi-unit dwellings and workplaces. The goal was to make charging equipment and associated electrical infrastructure less expensive for site owners, in order to overcome identified business model challenges (discussed below).

With the passage of SB 350 in 2015, the California Public Utilities Commission directed investor-owned utilities to propose additional investments in transportation electrification. In January 2017, the three largest utilities proposed a portfolio of programs and investments in transportation electrification, including technology demonstration pilots, charging infrastructure installation, and rates, which is currently undergoing commission review.

High costs thwart charging infrastructure deployment

High installation costs can deter the infrastructure deployment needed to meet demand from electric vehicle drivers. Charging stations entail certain common expenses, particularly in settings such as multi-unit dwellings and commercial venues. These include costs for securing property, architectural and/or electrical design, permitting, equipment acquisition, operation and maintenance, construction costs like trenching, and electricity. Costs at non-residential sites (and some residential ones) are also influenced by the opportunity costs of parking, government subsidies such as tax credits, and equity.
The cost and time of installation varies greatly depending on the electrical requirements at the site, as well as factors such as permit and inspection fees. A U.S. Department of Energy study from February 2016, conducted by Idaho National Laboratory, examined charging installations around the United States and found significant variability. For example, the installation of DC fast chargers were by far the most expensive, with costs ranging from $8,500 to $50,000 per installation (the DC fast chargers studied had dual ports as opposed to the single ports common in Level 2 – or 240-volt – charging stations).59 These costs typically reflect the installation of the hardware only and do not include the cost of the DC fast charger equipment (typically in the $30,000 range), the upfront architectural and electrical design work ($25,000), the utility service drop (running the overhead electrical line from a utility pole to a customer’s building or other premises, at an estimated cost of $30,000), or the permitting. Meanwhile, the cost for installing public Level 2 chargers ranged from $600 to as high as $12,660.60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Charging Station</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Workplace Level 2</td>
<td>$624</td>
<td>$5,960</td>
<td>$2,223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Level 2</td>
<td>$600</td>
<td>$12,660</td>
<td>$3,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blink DC Fast Charger</td>
<td>$8,500</td>
<td>$50,000</td>
<td>$22,626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

State-level data in California indicate that total costs in the state may actually be significantly higher than the national studies have found, particularly for DC fast chargers. Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, for example, recently installed 16 DC fast chargers that had typical installation costs (equipment and labor) ranging from $55,000 to $100,000, with an average of $85,000 each. The dual standard DC fast charger equipment alone cost the utility $32,000.61 Meanwhile, preliminary reports from Southern California Edison’s Charge Ready program show the total cost of installing make-ready infrastructure for Level 2 charging (including customer rebates for the charging stations) at $13,734 per port and $219,424 per site, with 16 ports on average.62

The actual results had greater variability, via installation site cost averages from the agency’s grant-funded GFO-15-601 and GFO-15-603 (with recipient administration costs removed):
### Average Site Cost by Equipment at California DC Fast Charge Corridor Site

*Source: California Energy Commission*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>Average Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Dual Standard DC Fast Charger, 1 Level 2, and 1 Stub-out</td>
<td>$135,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Dual Standard DC Fast Chargers, 1 Level 2, and 1 Stub-out</td>
<td>$160,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Dual Standard DC Fast Chargers, 1 Level 2, and 1 Stub-out</td>
<td>$220,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notably, the average site costs along the California DC Fast Charge Corridor did not include signage, permits, networking, customer service, maintenance, warranties, or site host negotiation costs. Some of these additional costs are as follows, per site:

### Non-Equipment Installation Needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need</th>
<th>Average Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signage</td>
<td>$1,150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permits</td>
<td>$1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network/customer service</td>
<td>$5,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Five-year maintenance plan or warranty</td>
<td>$47,500 or $9,500/year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Source: California Energy Commission*

**Current commercial electricity rates can hinder electric vehicle charging deployment**

Commercial electricity rates can also present a challenge for the charging station business model. Commercial charging typically occurs in four settings: DC fast charging locations, workplaces, retailers/malls, and multi-unit dwellings (with common meters). Commercial rates in California that affect these settings are generally based on time of use, with and without demand charges, which means the amount the utility charges per kilowatt hour depends on when the customer uses the electricity and the largest load incurred during the billing period. Under time-of-use rates, the utility rewards electric vehicle owners or site hosts who charge during hours when the cost of energy is lowest.
Some large commercial and industrial rates also have “demand charges” that entail additional costs on the maximum load drawn by a customer during the billing period. Utilities institute these demand charges to cover the wear-and-tear on the distribution system components (i.e., transformers, substations, and primary conductors) and some portion of the transmission system, if the load is large enough. They are meant to cover the maximum capacity needed to satisfy all their customers’ peak energy needs and are usually based on the highest 15-minute average usage within a billing period (called “coincident” if the demand charges are tied to a specific time period and “non-coincident” if the time period is not a factor). Facilities that use a significant amount of power in short bursts, as opposed to more consistent usage throughout the billing period, are more affected by demand charges, since they have less electricity throughput to spread the cost.

Demand charges also function to encourage high-demand customers to reduce peak power usages, if possible, to reduce the amount of electrical infrastructure needed to serve them. Many electric vehicle charging sites that have high but infrequent demand and inconsistent low-energy utilization (particularly for fast charging) face high exposure to demand charges as a result, undercutting the economics of infrastructure deployment and operation. This dynamic is particularly acute at commercial sites that otherwise do not have high electricity demand or have consistent high utilization that would absorb or mask spikes in usage from fast-chargers or spread the associated demand charges over many kilowatt-hours. For example, at one DC fast charger in San Diego County, demand charges were responsible for over 90% of electricity costs, at $1.96 per kilowatt hour during summer months (compared to the gasoline equivalent cost of $0.29 per kilowatt hour),\textsuperscript{68}

Existing commercial rates were developed over decades for normal commercial buildings that had primarily steady loads and high energy usage. They were not intended for high-load, low-energy applications such as DC fast charging. As a result, DC fast charging site hosts often are exposed to crippling demand charges, depending on the overall usage on the site. Workplaces and retail sites with otherwise low on-site usage can also incur high demand charges once employees or visitors begin charging, while time-of-use charges can discourage shared use of electric vehicle chargers in multifamily sites.
At the June 15, 2016 convening of electric vehicle charging experts at UCLA Law, participants described a vision for ideal electric vehicle charging infrastructure deployment. They discussed the barriers preventing the vision from becoming a reality and the potential solutions to overcome them. The following section is informed by that discussion and details those barriers, covering the lack of a clear business model for charging in workplaces, multi-unit dwellings, and DC fast charge “plazas.”

This section then later encapsulates a subsequent discussion at a November 7, 2016 convening of electric vehicle charging experts at UC Berkeley Law, in which participants focused on the specific barrier of commercial electricity rates that can hinder deployment. As part of that second convening, participants described a vision for ideal commercial electricity rate design, as well as the barriers preventing the vision from becoming a reality and the potential solutions to overcome those barriers.

Top Barriers and Opportunities for EV Charging Infrastructure Deployment

“There is not an unlimited appetite to spend public money on EV charging. We don’t have enough public dollars to do all the types of charging we may want.”

- Cliff Rechtschaffen, California Governor’s Office (now Public Utilities Commission)

Key principles for electric vehicle infrastructure deployment

Alignment with Environmental and Energy Goals:
Ubiquitous and reliable charging infrastructure that furthers California’s ability to achieve its environmental and energy goals through decarbonized transportation and a renewable, low-carbon grid

Encourages and leverages multi-state and national action on electric vehicle infrastructure deployment; and aligns with a national vision for charging infrastructure.

Equity:
Charging infrastructure that furthers economic development goals across the state for residents of all income levels and in all geographic regions and that provides easy access to charging for all Californians.

Consumer-Oriented:
Convenient and seamlessly interoperable charging infrastructure that provides economical options in the form of plentiful, highly visible, easy-to-locate, and reliable charging stations that utilize a transparent pricing arrangement.
“We need to have a national vision on promoting EV infrastructure”

- Colleen Quinn
ChargePoint

**Timeliness:**
Charging infrastructure that can be deployed quickly to meet anticipated demand and achieve the state’s near- and long-term environmental and energy goals, without becoming prematurely obsolete.

**Location:**
Ubiquitous charging in workplaces, multi-unit developments, and interstate and urban fast-charging locations, along with standard availability of charging in new buildings, which supports (when optimal) infrastructure for electrified medium- and heavy-duty trucks/goods movement and is flexible to adapt to changing market conditions and technologies, per the latest available data.

**Technology:**
“Right-sized” level charging for the location context, such as encouraging inexpensive options before more expensive technologies, and highest-speed fast-chargers in appropriate locations based on the latest available data, with flexibility to adapt to changing market conditions and technologies.

**Financing and revenue:**
A sustainable charging market that does not require taxpayer dollars (other than in the near-term to maximize private investment in the most promising, low-cost infrastructure and locations) and relies on multiple financing sources that leverage the full range of benefits the charging infrastructure can provide, with competition and innovation to improve consumer choice and affordability.
Barrier 1: Unclear or Inconsistent Case for Installing Charging in Workplaces, Multi-Unit Dwellings and Direct Current Fast-Charge Locations

Given the high costs of installation and operation, coupled with uncertain revenue, electric vehicle charging in the key settings of workplaces, multi-unit dwellings, and fast charge locations suffers from the lack of a strong business model. Policy makers and industry leaders need to improve the general business case for electric vehicle charging in these areas, or else they will not be successful in encouraging optimal deployment and may run counter to the directives in SB 350. An improved business case will require revenue certainty in order to stimulate major capital investment. Policy makers will need to determine the total cost of charging infrastructure that rates can cover, over different time scales and locations. Market participants will then need to determine which specific elements of project delivery costs they can fund.

SOLUTION: Reduced costs and improved revenues

WORKPLACE CHARGING – IMPROVING THE BUSINESS CASE

CHALLENGE: Site host and service provider reluctance to install and operate the charging equipment

Potential site owners in workforce areas lack motivation to host charging infrastructure, in part because the costs of installation and maintenance may be too high. In addition, charging can negatively impact or limit parking lot spaces on-site or other physical assets on the property. Many service providers also may be reluctant to work with workplace charging sites due to the high costs of operation and maintenance, as well as administrative costs related to securing site approval and then operating the infrastructure.

SOLUTION: More incentives and programs to encourage workplace site hosts and service providers to install and operate charging

Utilities could invest in workplace charging infrastructure (at least “make-readies”) and provide more flexible electric service and rate options for workplace service providers. For example, charging providers might qualify for “network” rates that apply across multiple workplaces that are within the same network to
level the overall demand for electricity across the workplace, thereby reducing customer costs. Utilities could also offer separate electric service planning options for building owners and parking lots that could allow separate rate treatments for charging and potentially avoid the need for trenching from existing service, if the parking area is near utility infrastructure (like distribution poles).

State and local government leaders could consider offering incentives for workplaces to install charging equipment. Examples could include rebates that help lower the costs of installation. State or local government leaders could also offer economic incentives such as tax credits to discourage site hosts from making employees pay excessively for charging at work. In addition, state policy makers could consider offering utilities greenhouse gas allowances under the state’s cap-and-trade program for investments in electric vehicle infrastructure that shift workplace vehicle fuel usage from petroleum to electricity.

State and local government leaders could consider offering incentives for workplaces to install charging equipment. Examples could include rebates that help lower the costs of installation. State or local government leaders could also offer economic incentives such as tax credits to discourage site hosts from making employees pay excessively for charging at work. In addition, state policy makers could consider offering utilities greenhouse gas allowances under the state’s cap-and-trade program for investments in electric vehicle infrastructure that shift workplace vehicle fuel usage from petroleum to electricity.

Air districts and other local agencies could develop new rules to encourage workplace charging. As an example, the South Coast Air Quality Management District amended a rule (Rideshare Rule 2202) that provides compliance incentives for employers to encourage electric vehicle charging, similar to existing carpooling incentives they offer to businesses.69

State and local policy makers could consider offering economic incentives or reducing costs for service providers to encourage workplace site hosts to hire them for “full service” charging. These incentives could address costs from installation to management and could include faster permitting or reduced taxes for service providers engaged in this work.

The California Energy Commission could consider reforming the green building code to require developers to install not only the conduit but also the charging equipment in new workplace buildings. The California Green Building Standards Code (CALGreen Code) represents the first statewide “green” building code in the country and already requires Level 2-type infrastructure in certain new commercial buildings. It could also require that any reconstruction of parking lots must include charging infrastructure.

Industry and policy makers could educate site owners on the potential economic value of low carbon fuel standard credits, which may be currently underutilized as a source of revenue to offset infrastructure and operation costs. The credits come from a state program that created a performance-based market and mandate for transportation fuels that have reduced carbon intensity, such as electricity. The effort could potentially involve third parties to help aggregate and monetize the credits for users, including public agencies like school districts that may own an electric vehicle bus or delivery truck. Industry leaders and state policy makers could also educate charging station operators about how to manage usage to avoid high demand charges. They could also educate operators on the value of low carbon fuel standard credit options to partially offset high demand charge costs and reduce the cost of electricity as a fuel overall. These credits may currently be widely under-utilized by site hosts.70

Utility and charging industry leaders could compile and promote best practices on workplace charging to potential site hosts. Policy makers, industry leaders, academics, and nonprofits could accumulate, analyze, and share existing data on workplace charging to inform these practices, including for pricing.

State leaders and utilities could reform utility rate rates that discourage installation. Site hosts at workplaces typically face risks from demand charges and other escalating rates. To offset these risks, utilities could consider allowing site owners
to receive some additional revenue from charging infrastructure from vehicle grid integration services (see discussion below).

▶ MULTI-UNIT DWELLINGS – IMPROVING THE BUSINESS CASE

CHALLENGE: Difficult access to charging for multi-unit dwelling residents

Approximately 40 percent of Californians live in multi-unit dwellings (MUDs), with impeded or no access to charging. The percentages are higher in the state’s urban areas, with 56 percent in Los Angeles and 67 percent in San Francisco. Property owners need to be convinced of the value (i.e. the ability to increase rent or receive revenue at a suitable rate to gain return on investment) in order to provide tenants access to tenants.

SOLUTION: Lower the installation costs for charging in multi-unit dwellings

State leaders could assist the private sector, including utilities, in identifying and lowering infrastructure installation costs in critical multi-unit dwellings and areas. According to participants, private installers may spend as much as $11,000 to do site surveys, interconnection applications, engineering plans, and basic communication with property owners. The state could lower these costs by determining how to prioritize multi-unit dwellings and regions for investment (including by utilities, at least for “make-readies”) and then facilitating education and outreach to property owners. The state could also help offset the cost of acquiring data and information from these buildings, as well as explore other ways to reduce costs. As one possible threshold, the state could focus on buildings with tenant density of at least 40 units, while generally focusing on larger buildings with the greatest potential impact.

Utilities could provide consistent treatment of charger installations to increase predictability and lower the costs of installation. For example, the interconnection process and fees for this equipment should be as consistent and predictable as possible, across both investor-owned and municipal utilities, in order to encourage investment in multi-unit dwelling charging installations. As discussed above, utilities could also offer separate electric service planning options for building owners to facilitate separate rate treatments for charging.

State leaders could encourage high-concentration building owners like real estate investment trusts (REITs) to install charging. Such an effort may require reform to existing regulations or development of other incentives, such as tax credits for participating REITs.

State and local leaders could encourage more curbside charging for multi-unit dwelling residents who lack dedicated on-site, off-street parking. State agencies, in cooperation with local governments, may need to coordinate their permitting and planning processes to enable this deployment. As an example, cities like Burbank and Los Angeles have installed a significant amount of curbside charging (Los Angeles has 32 curbside street light chargers, 2 wood power pole curbside chargers, and 1 curbside DC Fast Charger), while Berkeley and San Francisco have not yet installed significant amounts. State legislation like Assembly Bill 1452 (Muratsuchi), which would allow municipal governments to designate stalls or spaces on public streets for electric vehicle charging and enforce those designations, could help implement more curbside charging.

Utilities and state policy makers could improve upfront data access for charging service providers, with building owner consent, to lower installation “soft costs.” Service providers and other third-party installers need to access data regarding the building service panel and current energy use in order to know what kind of

“We need a ‘no regrets’ strategy. What are the ‘low hanging fruit’ for vehicle charging? What can we put in place right now?”

- Janea Scott
California Energy Commission
equipment to install. They need to know the size of the existing service panel (which can range from 200 to 1200 amps), current usage and peak demand, and how much capacity is available on site for the chargers.

The California Public Utilities Commission and utilities could encourage integration of energy storage with charging infrastructure if it would entail additional offsetting revenues and savings from multi-unit dwelling installations. Some installers noted that utilities often see energy storage as a “new load” that requires them to cover additional costs. Electricity demand from these integrated solutions should instead equal the greater of the two loads, between the vehicle charging and charging the storage asset, and not the sum of the two.

The California Public Utilities Commission could expand Rules 15 and 16 exceptions for energy storage interconnection to multi-family dwellings when these technologies support electric vehicle charging. Rules 15 and 16 cover the process and cost allocations for distribution grid upgrades required when a facility significantly increases its on-site electricity demand. Rather than allow electric vehicle charging infrastructure to trigger this additional process and cost, the California Public Utilities Commission decided in D.11-07-029 and D.13-06-014 to treat electric vehicle-related distribution costs in excess of the Rules 15 and 16 allowances as “common facility” costs not requiring compliance with the rules. Expanding this exception further to energy storage equipment associated with electric vehicle infrastructure could help expedite the interconnection of these assets and therefore decrease the costs of installation, leading to savings through improved on-site load management for the charging facility owner.72

The California Energy Commission could strengthen the green building code to encourage new charging infrastructure when multi-unit dwellings undergo retrofits. The agency could also develop new regulations or a model ordinance for cities to require such infrastructure through their local codes.

State leaders could encourage the establishment of more fast-charging “plazas” in urban areas for multi-unit dwellers. These residents could then fast-charge a vehicle battery from time-to-time at public sites if they lack access to dedicated on-site charging (discussed in more depth below).

**DC FAST CHARGERS – IMPROVING THE BUSINESS CASE**

**CHALLENGE:** High costs and relatively low revenue

Fast chargers are needed to encourage more adoption of electric vehicles in general, in order to enable long-distance driving, expand the electric range of plug-in vehicles on battery power, and allow more multi-unit dwelling residents access to electric vehicle ownership (discussed above). Utilities need to be prepared for this deployment, given the high energy demand these stations create, while the state may need to help offset the upfront costs of these installations until demand grows. Ideally, increased demand will repay those costs over time.

Additional challenges to fast-charger deployment include split incentives, particularly with commercial properties where the tenant does not own the land but may want a charger. High demand charges can also negatively impact site owners, due to the high electricity usage even from single-charge sessions. Finally, as automakers seek to install 350 kW chargers for faster charging, the result will be even more expensive installations with more front-loaded costs.

Policy makers also need to consider how to maintain a fast-charging network among diverse companies as a singular, integrated system for ultimate consumer convenience.

“You may not need that many home and workplace charging – at least in the future. In time, DC fast charging will take over and meet many of these needs.”

- Frank Breust
  BMW
Current fast-charging technology is not interoperable among the various formats.

**SOLUTION:** Explore alternative business models and reduced costs for installation and operation

State policy makers and industry leaders could examine and consider authorizing multiple ownership arrangements to ensure deployment. Participants at the convening identified the following business model/ownership options (without necessarily endorsing any particular option):

- **Utility-owned (at least “make-readies”) and operated DC fast chargers.** This investment could socialize some or all of the costs that are not covered by direct revenues or be partially owned through the “make ready” model.

- **Automaker-owned DC fast chargers (like Tesla) or collaboration between automaker and electric vehicle service provider.** This arrangement would be paid for by a subscription and could be bundled with the purchase price of the automobile. An example would be EVgo’s “no charge to charge” program with new Nissan LEAF customers receiving two years of complimentary charging, assuming this model is scalable.

- **Public-private partnership.** The state could provide more grants for corridors with fast-charging and provide “plazas” for this infrastructure. The state would have to provide detailed specifications, such as the location, number of chargers, and capacity needed. It would have to future-proof the technology to ensure the highest-level charging rate is possible, such as having the utility cover the “basic” fast charge costs and then have the automaker or service provider pay for extra functionality for “premium” service. The state would also need to determine the needs for restrooms and other amenities and assess the scalability potential to maximize the return on its investment. This solution could potentially involve the utilities, because the 350 kW DC fast chargers that automakers want for super-fast charging could trigger the need for demand charge reform or mitigation. If the state helps fund the charging infrastructure deployment through bids from private operators, it could require the winning bidder to secure site host approval first in order to be eligible.

- **Dual-use model (co-location of charging with other economic activities).** This model would work like a gas station, where retail or other economic activity can provide the revenue to offset the high costs of charging.

- **Automaker/dealer.** The two entities can partner on providing the infrastructure, with the costs bundled into the purchase price (although this bundling could potentially raise vehicle prices and therefore discourage adoption), as with Tesla’s network of automaker-owned charging stations.

“There is value in purchasers understanding there is charging available for longer distances when they need it.”

- Sarah Van Cleve
  Tesla
**Business model: costs vs. revenues**
The following charts describe the various cost components and potential revenue streams that could be managed to improve the business model, along with recommendations to improve each factor (many of which are discussed elsewhere in this report).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Costs</th>
<th>Who can help ease?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Service electricity to the electric vehicle service provider or the site-host</td>
<td>California Public Utilities Commission can encourage utilities to develop an improved rate to reduce costs. Examples (as discussed below) could be rates that encourage grid services from rates/programs such as demand response, frequency regulation, and vehicle grid integration. California utilities and regulators could design these rates and programs to encourage optimal usage and then pass along the grid savings to the operator through reduced charges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure (plus service to the electric vehicle supply equipment stub-out)</td>
<td>Utilities and state regulators could set policy and establish incentives to guarantee or pay for some part of the development costs associated with identifying and preparing sites for deployment, such as through allowances to cover line extensions (with publicly owned utilities recovering costs through full rate recovery mechanisms) and “make-ready” investments. In addition, Section 1603 U.S. Treasury grants (payments for electric vehicle charging equipment in lieu of tax credits) could provide direct cash incentives immediately with no wait lists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrating charging systems into the grid via interconnection (relying on Rule 21 or Rules 15/16, a California Public Utilities Commission-approved set of interconnection requirements for electric vehicle charging)</td>
<td>Utilities could determine ways to expedite interconnect queues for optimal charging installations. As discussed previously, the California Public Utilities Commission could expand Rules 15 and 16 exceptions for energy storage interconnection to multi-unit dwellers when it supports electric vehicle charging.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric vehicle supply equipment (the charger itself)</td>
<td>California Energy Commission could adopt appliance standards for chargers that might reduce the costs of the equipment. Cities and other local governments could provide funding from grant programs, possibly based on future increases in sales tax revenue collection from new retail sales on site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of standardization for installing electric vehicle charging equipment in buildings</td>
<td>Charging equipment manufacturers, with state and federal support, could adopt an energy star goal for buildings that could encourage building owners to standardize their infrastructure for charging in order to achieve the rating, which could then reduce on-site installation costs. State regulators and local building departments could institute codes and standards for new buildings to require them to install chargers or “make-ready” wiring. State regulators could reform the green building code to require developers to install not only the conduit but charging equipment in new workplace buildings, as discussed previously. The code could also require that any reconstruction of parking lots must include charging infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to attract private investors, potential site hosts and equipment purveyors need to have predictable revenue streams. Revenue streams can vary by use case and geography and territory involved. These installations are generally considered long-term investments and must be at a significant scale in order to attract tax credits and investors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential Revenues</th>
<th>Who can help improve?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Payments for charging</td>
<td>Electric vehicle service provider and automakers (when they own or operate charging) can adopt sustainable pricing to encourage both optimal usage and vehicle adoption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low carbon fuel standard and renewable fuel standard credit sales, cap-and-trade proceeds</td>
<td>California Air Resources Board has regulatory authority, as well as California Legislature and U.S. Congress, to encourage use of the credits and funds for optimal charging sites.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid services payments (such as from demand response, frequency regulation, and vehicle grid integration rates/programs)</td>
<td>Utilities and the California Independent System Operator (CAISO, which has jurisdiction over wholesale energy market participation) could enable charging sites to take advantage of these programs to some extent. This revenue from infrastructure could be enhanced with proper rate design by California utilities and regulators to encourage optimal usage and savings as a result.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle sales/marketing</td>
<td>Automakers and dealers could consider subsidizing more charging installations since they may encourage more purchases (the Tesla model). DC fast charging in particular may be a useful way to market the vehicles. However, automaker expenses on these installations could increase the vehicle costs, leading to higher prices and diminished purchases.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increased sales of goods and services at retail host sites</td>
<td>Local governments could explore funding these installations based on potential increases in sales tax revenue from additional retail activity. State energy agencies and researchers can also help determine the economic value of the “gas station model,” with customers staying to shop while charging.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**State leaders, with utilities, could consider investigating optimal locations for fast-chargers, from urban spaces to interstate corridors.** One possibility is to locate the infrastructure at existing gas stations, which would need to be wired for the technology. However, because gas stations are usually privately owned, developers would have to approach them individually, as owners on average have one-to-three stations with average profits of possibly $40,000 per station per year (according to some participants). As a result, these sites may present logistical and financial challenges for installation. Yet given the ongoing decline in gas station businesses, fast-charging plazas may provide them an economic lifeline.
Barrier 2: Lack of Commercial Rate Design to Encourage EV Infrastructure

Current commercial electricity rates are often higher than the equivalent cost of gasoline, creating a barrier to electric vehicle adoption. As a result, these rates may fail to support state goals for ambitious zero-emission vehicle deployment. Specifically, SB 350 declared that electric vehicles should “assist in grid management, integrating generation from eligible renewable energy resources, and reducing fuel costs for vehicle drivers who charge in a manner consistent with electrical grid conditions.”74 The price of ‘e-fill’ is also largely incomprehensible to the public, and they are unaware of rate options to lower costs.

High commercial rates can impede electric vehicle deployment and grid optimization. They can discourage deployment of charging infrastructure, particularly low-utilization but high-powered charging, by placing significant operating costs on infrastructure installations. The costs also do not reflect the benefits that charging can bring to the grid and the environment. Furthermore, commercial rates do not automatically encourage optimal utilization of charging as a way to provide important grid services (such as balancing intermittent renewable energy), which can reduce overall ratepayer costs and help the state meet its low-carbon grid goals.

**SOLUTION:** Rates that encourage charging as a grid service and that more fairly reflect the costs

**CHALLENGE:** Most commercial electricity rates do not contemplate electric vehicle charging or encourage optimal deployment of infrastructure

Most utilities did not design electricity rates with electric vehicle charging in mind. As a result, existing rates may inefficiently allocate costs on certain charging stations that exceed the real costs of those stations’ operation on the grid. This dynamic serves to raise charging costs and depress the market for charging installations. At the same time, the rates miss opportunities to secure grid benefits from electric vehicle charging. For example, new rate design could encourage charging at optimal places and times to better balance grid needs and potentially lower costs for ratepayers.

Ultimately, new rates should have flexibility as the market changes and would work with revenue streams from charging, such as from the value of communications and data on charging and serving as an additional grid resource as flexible demand (vehicle-grid

“It takes the California Public Utilities Commission a really long time to design and implement new tariffs. They therefore need to have flexibility built into the rates.”

- Dr. Nancy E. Ryan Energy and Environmental Economics (E3)
integration) or bi-directional energy flow (vehicle-to-grid or battery second-life). Generally, the cost to serve these sites should reflect the price of grid services at the location, with vehicle-grid integration as potentially an accurate reflection of costs.

**Key principles for commercial electricity rates for EV charging**

**Environmental Benefits**
*Improve air quality and the environment:* promote a charging network that furthers California’s ability to achieve its environmental and energy goals through decarbonized transportation and a renewable, low-carbon grid.

*Timeliness and flexibility of implementation:* prioritize fast deployment of infrastructure to meet anticipated demand and to achieve the state’s near- and long-term environmental and energy goals, without becoming prematurely obsolete.

**Grid Benefits**
*Tailored to locations and type of charging:* encourage improved reliability of the chargers and provide consumer choice, with "right-sized" level charging for the location context, such as encouraging inexpensive options before more expensive technologies, as well as placement in the optimal locations based on the latest available data on travel patterns, battery and distribution grid capacity, and existing charging station locations.

*Improved grid reliability and reduced costs for the delivery of energy supply:* encourage charging at sites that have available grid capacity and that allow for vehicle-grid integration (VGI) or possibly dispatch from the vehicle battery to the grid; rates should also encourage charging during times that match grid needs.

*Allow for utility cost recovery with fair allocation of costs:* ensure that utilities can recover costs based on actual grid needs and cost of service without shifting costs to other ratepayers.

**User Benefits**
*Complete coverage that provides multiple user options:* encourage ubiquitous, convenient, reliable, and seamlessly interoperable charging stations that provide economical options in workplaces, public locations, and multi-family dwellings to extend the electric range of plug-in vehicles and provide access to charging for drivers who do not otherwise have access at home.

*Be cyber-secure:* promote charging infrastructure that is cyber-secure and will not compromise user identity and personal information.

*Encourage efficient use of chargers through transparent and fair pricing:* utilize a transparent pricing arrangement, with prices that reflect the actual costs of delivering electricity and providing the service and that help consumers understand the financial benefit of driving on electricity instead of petroleum.

**SOLUTION:** Design new rates and encourage experimentation to optimize charging to meet grid needs (charging at the optimal place and time)

**The California Public Utilities Commission could encourage utilities to design vehicle-grid integration (VGI) rates.** Vehicle-grid integration refers to the ways that electric vehicles can provide grid services, through vehicles with capabilities to manage charging or support two-way interaction with the grid.75 The rates that can encourage this integration include programs such as “real-time” or “day-ahead real-time pricing,” “demand response,” and possibly “vehicle-to-grid.” They represent an important
tool to encourage drivers to charge during hours when the electricity grid has spare capacity or to alleviate local distribution-level constraints, rather than exacerbating the system-wide peak demand (particularly in jurisdictions with supply constraints to meet peak demand).76 Real-time pricing programs encourage vehicle owners through price signals and potentially software that accesses the on-board charging technology to avoid charging when demand for electricity peaks and grid resources are constrained, while encouraging charging when electricity is cheaper, such as during a time of surplus solar or wind energy. Real-time pricing is based on the marginal price of supplying electricity at that moment. “Traditional” demand response involves software that only turns the charging off, while more advanced “smart charging” can turn charging both off and on and adjust the rate of charging. Vehicle-to-grid programs additionally enable electric vehicles to sell electricity back to the grid by discharging from the battery when demand peaks.77 These various rate options and programs could encourage charging that enables electric vehicles to reduce stress on the grid. Notably, a vehicle-grid integration rate could apply to uses beyond electric vehicle charging, such as appliances that can moderate their usage in a manner similar to vehicle charging.

New investor-owned utility vehicle-grid integration rates could serve as models for municipal (publicly owned) utilities, which are not regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission. As some participants noted, during times of surplus solar power (currently approximately two months of the year), all consumers and drivers could see low rates as a result. Ultimately, regulators should seek system cost minimization as the goal and leverage the “smarts” inherent in charging stations and in the vehicles themselves.

Utilities are already moving toward commercial rate reform to improve the grid services provided by charging stations. In 2015, the Sacramento Municipal Utility District developed a new pilot electricity rate for vehicle charging that has a flat energy rate without a demand charge to support DC fast charging-type operations. Then on January 20, 2017, as referenced previously, San Diego Gas & Electric Company,78 Southern California Edison Company, and Pacific Gas & Electric Company79 filed applications with the California Public Utilities Commission, per Senate Bill 350. Southern California Edison and San Diego Gas & Electric proposed some new electric vehicle commercial rates. While the utilities proposals differed, they all included more defined and granular price signals to encourage optimal charging times. Southern California Edison specifically proposed a five-year introductory period that would suspend demand charges in favor of volumetric energy charges (i.e., higher rates when customers use more electricity).80

The California Public Utilities Commission could adopt incentives for investor-owned utilities to improve the overall utility load factor, which is the ratio of average electricity demand to peak electricity demand to measure asset utilization, with a higher ratio better than a lower one. If regulators encouraged utilities to utilize their assets better through performance-based ratemaking and not leave as many idle over time simply to meet peak demand, the utilities could adopt their own incentive programs to encourage optimal charging at all sites in their service territory, potentially without the need for charging-specific rates. Ratepayers could potentially benefit through reduced costs. Utilities could also then take advantage of increasing capacity from distributed and other renewable energy resources. The state already has technology and energy storage policies to implement these approaches. For example, new technology on the market can control charging at a site to flatten the load or reduce overall charging loads to avoid unplanned demand charge events. Similarly, site owners are using energy storage to reduce peak charging loads to avoid either time of use rates or demand charges.

California policy makers at various energy agencies, as well as industry leaders, could work together to fill knowledge gaps regarding the best rate design and investment and charging needs for the grid and ratepayers, through demonstration rate programs. Regulators will need extensive data to help design the most optimal rates for charging, based on existing experience. Utilities could
determine how their existing charging infrastructure investments have benefitted drivers, the environment, and the ratepayers who have supported programs that subsidize electric vehicles. They could collect and share data on the benefits or disadvantages of scenarios, such as more workplace versus home charging or workplace versus public charging elsewhere, particularly in terms of furthering state goals related to electrifying transportation.

In addition, utility leaders could determine how much they should invest in charging infrastructure to achieve specific energy usage or vehicle adoption in support of state policy goals. The data could help inform electricity rate design and vehicle adoption goals. Utilities, electric vehicle service providers, fleet operators, ratepayer advocates, and other stakeholders could also collaborate on this effort as a coalition at the California Public Utilities Commission, along with publicly owned utilities. They could focus on user-specific situations, such as helping a public transit agency customer determine the benefits of charging off-peak versus during daytime hours.

The California Public Utilities Commission could allow demonstration or pilot rates for investor-owned utilities to gather data on what rates might best encourage optimal infrastructure deployment. The commission could also encourage data collection on utilization, maintenance and reliability of the charging station, and different models of utility investment (such as utility-owned versus make-ready). Municipal utilities could follow suit. These pilot rates could involve rigorous experimental designs and follow-up evaluation. SB 350 could provide a statutory basis to give utilities direction in designing them. Analysts would then need to test the results thoroughly, and the data from these pilots could be used to inform new commercial rates statewide for investor-owned utilities.

State agencies, such as the California Energy Commission, could assist load-serving entities in commercializing vehicle-grid integration technologies to take advantage of new vehicle-grid integration rates. These on-board car and charger technologies and software can improve response to dynamic rates and help implement smart charging. As the charging software technology within electric vehicles improves and becomes more sophisticated, policy makers could potentially save costs by avoiding duplication of that intelligence in the chargers or other “smart” grid technologies at the site. As a possible step, industry leaders and policy makers at the California Energy

“We would find a transitional rate today on DC fast charging demand charges helpful as we move into the future.”

- Claire Dooley
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Commission could consider having vehicles’ on-board diagnostics (which monitor battery performance and charging in electric vehicles) qualified as “revenue grade” after testing and certification for accuracy. This qualification would enable customers and owners to be eligible for the performance-based incentives from vehicle-grid integration rates. Similarly for smart chargers, revenue-grade metrology is needed to support the smart charger concept as well.

State regulators and utilities could ensure that workplace charging encourages optimal charging patterns to match grid needs through improved rate design. This design could have outcomes such as more employees charging at home at night rather than during the day when the grid may be more constrained. Or it could involve more daytime charging when surplus solar energy is available. In addition, workplace rates for Level 2 charging could encourage more turnover so employees do not park their vehicles all day for a few hours of sufficient charge, in order to allow other employees to take advantage of a single charging site. Workplaces could also install more Level 1 charging for all-day “slow” charging with less strain on the grid.

The California Public Utilities Commission could ensure that rates are flexible and tailored for different solutions and use cases. As an example, a fleet of electric vehicles through Lyft or Uber or at public transit agencies might warrant options for rates that are different for private vehicle owners, in order to reflect the different charging needs and resources that fleets can provide compared to single-vehicle owners. With rate options for fleets, the charging station operator would need to be able to communicate optimal pricing with the fleet operators, in order to notify them when to send their electric vehicles for charging to use surplus or inexpensive electricity. While single-vehicle owners may need charging on-demand at any time, a fleet owner of buses, for example, could potentially charge at night for most of its needs.

California policy makers could consider other incentives beyond rates to influence charging behavior to optimize the grid. For example, the state could consider using low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) credits or greenhouse gas reduction funds under the cap-and-trade program to give commercial customers a rebate when they do not charge during times that exceed the available capacity of the grid, assuming usage times can be verified easily. As discussed above, the effort could potentially involve third parties to help aggregate and monetize the credits for users. Industry leaders and state policy makers could educate charging station operators about how to manage usage to avoid high demand charges. Industry leaders and state policy makers could also educate operators on the value of low carbon fuel standard credit options to partially offset high demand charge costs.

The California Air Resources Board could maintain and strengthen the low carbon fuel standard (LCFS) program to ensure continued credits are available for charging. The program is subject to regulatory changes, per statutory authority under AB 32 (Nuñez, 2006) and SB 32 (Pavley, 2016). The agency could ensure that the program continues to provide credits for charging and explore additional ways the funds can encourage optimal charging, as discussed above.

CHALLENGE: High demand charges can discourage deployment of electric vehicle charging infrastructure

As discussed, utilities apply demand charges to large and many medium commercial and industrial customers to recover costs associated with grid component wear-and-tear and transmission, which are usually predicated on the maximum capacity needed at any given facility. Some electric vehicle charging can have high but infrequent demand and inconsistent and low energy utilization, particularly at smaller-load commercial sites that are often adversely impacted by demand charges (such as the aforementioned San Diego fast charger with demand charges responsible for over 90% of the electricity costs."

“We do not want to foreclose opportunities. We have to ensure the technologies can handle what we want to do in the future and not have to rip them out.”

- Noel Crisostomo
California Energy Commission
during summer months. Larger commercial sites with significantly more load and energy utilization typically can absorb or mask spikes in usage from fast-chargers or spread the associated demand charges over many kilowatt-hours. At the same time, utility leaders may be concerned that alleviating demand charges could lead to distribution grid assets that ratepayers would no longer cover sufficiently with the loss of revenue, while some load management companies may fear that removing demand charges could lead to higher electricity prices to cover the infrastructure costs of serving new fast charger stations in areas with previously low electricity demand. Ultimately, the demand charge issue for DC fast charging may be a short-lived problem for sites where overall utilization is expected to increase, but less so for chargers in remote locations that are sited simply to complete a long-distance network.

**SOLUTION:** Explore options to replace demand charges in certain locations and scenarios with more grid-efficient rates that recover costs associated with electric vehicle charging.

The California Public Utilities Commission could direct utilities to develop new electric vehicle charging rates that institute alternatives for demand charges with proper cost recovery and strong price signals on timing, such as enhanced time-of-use, demand response or vehicle-grid integration rates. Utilities and policy makers may want to differentiate commercial rates for bulk-charging uses versus single-vehicle charging and for location-specific charging, if such differentiation can bring specific grid benefits, such as relieving strain in specific areas of the distribution grid or encouraging greater fleet participation in bulk charging. As discussed, Southern California Edison has proposed suspending demand charges for commercial electricity charging for five years in their recent proposal, to be replaced in part by volumetric and more granular time-of-use rates. In addition, San Diego Gas & Electric began piloting a vehicle-grid integration rate with day-ahead, real-time pricing to encourage daytime charging during certain times of the year to match solar surplus production conditions (“filling up the belly of the duck curve,” which refers to a chart showing future daily surpluses of solar energy during the middle of the day).

The California Public Utilities Commission and utilities could adopt “conjunctive” or network billing for electric vehicle charging service providers. Conjunctive billing (discussed previously) in this context would allow the service provider to pay one electricity bill for all its various charging sites, with the utility billing for these various metered sites as if they were together at one physical location. This structure would allow the individual sites to avoid high demand charges, given the overall high usage when combining the sites together. The structure would not eliminate demand charges but would change the cost recovery mechanism for utilities. Because some locations in the network might be in a grid-constrained area that generate a higher cost, while other charging might be in lower-impacted or cost locations, the collective bill would still need to recover costs in aggregate for all the charging operations, possibly requiring customized billing situations.

Utilities and electric vehicle service providers, with state policy makers’ encouragement, could educate site hosts and operators on technology solutions to avoid high demand charges. Some energy storage solutions and facility energy management systems could offset or reduce these demand charges, as could pricing that encourages charging at optimal times. Energy storage, such as on-site batteries, can help owners avoid spikes in demand by drawing down electricity over a longer period of time and at a lower rate. The energy storage assets can also dispatch electricity during the time of fast charge to avoid the spike and associated costs. Energy management systems can proportionally control charging load to ensure a facility never goes over a specified loading condition. This feature allows the facility to control its demand charge exposure and contain unplanned-for costs. Some utilities also offer

“High demand charges can be three times the cost of gasoline, so they can be a significant disincentive to install charging. They may not be as big a deal when someone adds a DC fast charger at a Walmart, which is a big user, but adding it to a smaller facility could be a big deal.”

- Tyson Eckerle
  Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development (GO-Biz)
“concierge service” for fleets and workplaces to educate them about how to manage their bill, as well as the technology options for doing so, and state policy leaders could partner with utilities for more of these services related to electric vehicle charging.

The California Public Utilities Commission and Energy Commission could encourage the inclusion of energy storage assets, particularly for fast-charging sites, in order to reduce the costs and need for capacity upgrades and encourage the use of vehicle-grid integration and battery “second-life” applications. Fast chargers in particular, specifically the planned ultra-fast combined-charging standard 350 kW (far exceeding the current 50 kW CHAdeMO and SAE Combo public chargers or Tesla 120 kW Superchargers), require significant amounts of power capacity. They may entail steep costs for distribution and service upgrades, depending on the location. The California Energy Commission, through its Electric Program Investment Charge (EPIC) program, could expand and commercialize its funding for research and deployment to assist regulators with determining how to manage on-site demand long term, including through energy storage deployment when the additional revenue or savings would offset the capital costs. Likewise, the California Public Utilities Commission could encourage utilities to leverage the energy storage inherent in electric vehicle batteries through smart charging, “vehicle-to-grid,” and battery second-life programs. These programs could also help lower the costs of meeting the state’s 50 percent renewables portfolio standard and energy storage procurement mandate.

State policy makers and/or industry leaders could develop an easily understandable metric like “e-gallon equivalent” (EGE) and post it widely on all charging infrastructure. Industry leaders could consider integrating this information for the consumer in a smart phone app along with public charging locations, although the information may be difficult to gather due to time-based rates and different on-board charger speeds in various vehicle models. State policy makers could also mandate transparent pricing at all charging locations. Policy makers could implement this goal through the California Department of Food and Agriculture’s Division of Measurement Standards (DMS), which could propose amendments to the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) Handbook 44 (which ensures “uniformity of weights and measures” for the country).81

Industry leaders and state policy makers could educate consumers and dealers on attractive rate options. Utilities are currently limited in knowing whom to educate because they lack access to information on where the electric vehicles are owned. As a result, the state and utilities could develop creative opt-ins, such as through Southern California Edison and Pacific Gas & Electric’s relationship with electric vehicle dealers to educate new buyers about rates, the Clean Vehicle Rebate Project that generates a list of new electric vehicle buyers/leases, and proposals to limit eligibility for charger rebates and incentives to customers who ‘opt in’ to time-of-use rates. Ultimately, dealers are the likely key point of contact with consumers and could be encouraged to report and communicate with utilities on purchases and rate options. Utilities could also require customers to sign up for optimal rates in order to qualify for rebates and other incentives.
Next Steps

Solving California’s shortage of electric vehicle charging infrastructure will require multiple stakeholders and solutions, such as those described in this report. Policy makers could identify the most promising solutions and topics on electric vehicle infrastructure and launch further discussion among experts and stakeholders, fund additional research, and chart implementation on priority solutions. Policy makers could also identify options for rate design and associated technology costs to boost electric vehicle infrastructure deployment. They could develop a comprehensive “tariff playbook” for California regulators and utilities, as well as for out-of-state public utilities commissions, to encourage nationwide deployment of charging infrastructure to help California drivers. With sustained attention to address the shortage of charging stations, California could provide a powerful example for other states by adopting smart policies and commercial electricity rates to meet the challenge of developing a twenty-first century transportation system.

“If drivers don’t realize fuel cost savings, a mainstream EV market may not materialize.”

- Max Baumhefner
Natural Resources Defense Council
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